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let 
t,~(z) ,= ~ ~r,,kakZ k, m = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  (1.2) 
k=O 
We say that the matrix ~- -or  the summability 
method induced by ~3--sums the power series f (1.1) 
in an open set G iff l im, ,~tm(z )=f (z )  holds 
uniformly on any compact subset of G. 
With this definition, Okada's result is (in a 
generalized form which is due to Gawronski and 
Trautner [6]): 
Theorem 1, Let ~ sum the geometric series ~°=0zJ 
to (1 - z) -1 in an open set G containing O. Then ~3 
sums the power series (1.1) to f ( z )  in I')~ c .. D~G. 
1. Introduction 
Let f be an analytic function in a neighbour- 
hood of the origin and suppose we know its Taylor 
series expansion 
f ( z )  = ~ ajz j (1.1) 
j=0 
which has a positive radius of convergence p. 
Further, we assume that f can be continued ana- 
lytically (as a uniquely determined function) into a 
domain D _ C (i.e. an open connected set) which 
contains the origin. Next, we are interested in 
computing f ( z )  for z ~ D, especially for z ~ D \ 
(]z[ ~< p } where the series (1.1) is divergent. 
The application of matrix summability methods 
is a classical tool of analytic continuation and in 
this connection the so-called Okada theorem [15] 
plays an important role: it describes a domain in 
which a given summability method sums an arbi- 
trary power series to its analytic continuation if we 
know a set in which this method sums the geomet- 
ric series F.~=0zJ to (1 - z) -1. 
For a more precise formulation, we shall need 
some terminology: Let ~ = (~r,,.k)m.k>~O be an in- 
finite triangular matrix with complex entries and 
This theorem is often applied in the literature 
(see, e.g., Powell-Shah [16, Chapter 6], Lorentz 
[12, Section 4.8]) because, for many summability 
methods, it is easy to find a set G in which the 
geometric series is summed to (1 - z ) - l .  However, 
there are other methods for the analytic continua- 
tion of power series: If, for instance, in (1.2) the 
coefficients ~r,~ k are not independent of z, that is, if 
tm(Z )= ~ ~rmk(Z)ak z , m--0 ,1 ,2  . . . . .  (1.3) 
k~O 
holds, then we cannot apply Okada's theorem. 
Our main purpose is to generalize Theorem 1 to 
continuation methods having the form (1.3). This 
will be done in Section 2; roughly speaking, for a 
given method of the form (1.3), we describe the 
'region of continuation' of an arbitrary power 
series if these regions are known for the 'simple' 
power series E~=0)tJz j. In Section 3 we shall apply 
these results to special rational functions, the so- 
called Padr-type approximants. They can be con- 
structed in the following way: For positive integers 
k and m and a given denominator polynomial v,, 
of degree m, we determine a numerator poly- 
nomial w k satisfyingf(z) v,,( z ) - wk( z ) = O(zk+a). 
The functions wk/v,, can be arranged in a two-di- 
mensional array (wk/v,,)k>~o.,,>~o , and we in- 
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vestigate the convergence of diagonal sequences 
{ w.+,,/~,,)~0. 
Next, in Section 4, we consider some applica- 
tions of these results and in Section 5 we prove our 
main theorem mentioned above. 
2. The convergence theorem 
Let the power series f (1.1) be given. Following 
Brezinski [3, p. 9] we define a linear mapping 
12 I :C [X I+C;  IZ / (X ' ) ,=aj  (j>~0) (2.1) 
where C[X] denotes the vector space of complex 
polynomials. Formally, the following identity can 
be derived (see [3, p. 9]): 
~2 1 
f ( z )= / (  1--Z-~z ) . (2.2) 
(lZf acts on the variable X and z is regarded as a 
parameter.) 
Our continuation methods are now very simple: 
We choose a sequence (Pm ( X, z) },, ~ 0 of functions 
of the two complex variables X and z, which have 
the form 
Pm(X,z )= ~ %, , j ( z ) ' (Xz )  j (m>~0) (2.3) 
j=0 
where ¢rm, j is independent of X, i.e., Pm is a poly- 
nomial of degree at most m in X if z is arbitrarily 
fixed. Applying the functional 12/, we obtain 
12f(Pm(X , z ) )= ~ ~rm,j(z)ajz  (m >/0). (2.4) 
j=O 
If we define the infinite triangular matrix ~3 (z) by 
(z) ,-~- (ell'm.j(Z))m>O.O,j, m (2.5) 
and the infinite vectors u(z) ,= (a o, alz,  0(2 z2 . . . .  ) 
and t(z):= ( IZf( Po( X, z )), ffg/( Pl(  X, z )) . . . .  ), then 
(2.4) can be written as a matrix-vector p oduct 
t ( z )=~3(z ) .u (z ) .  (2.6) 
We call such a method a generalized summability 
method which is induced by the sequence ( P,, )~ >~ o. 
It is easy to see that there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the transformation 
matrices ~(z )  (2.5) and the function sequences 
( P,, ),,~0 satisfying (2.3). 
For notation, for every Jordan curve F in the 
complex plane, let int(F) denote the interior, ext(F) 
the exterior domain and F -a ,= {l / t :  t ~ F) (if 
0 ~ F) the inverse of F. 
The following convergence result is a direct 
consequence of Cauchy's integral formula: 
Lemma 2 [13]. Let E be a simple closed positive 
oriented Jordan curve surrounding the origin and let 
f be analytic in F U int(F). Suppose that the com- 
pact set K is also contained in int(/'). I f  the func- 
tions Pm( X, z ), which induce a generalized summa- 
bility method are continuous in F-  1 × K, then there 
holds 
maxl f (z )  - ~f(Pm(X, g))[ 
z~K 
~< L max 1 z) 
(t,z)~F- ×K 1 -- t------~ - Pm(t '  (2.7) 
where the constant L depends on F and f but is 
independent of m and K. Moreover, we obtain 
li---m [max l f ( z ) - lZ / (Pm(X,z ) ) [ ]  l/m 
rn~oo L z~K 
[ ] ~< ~ max ~ - Pro(t, z) 
m~oo (t,z)EF-1XK 1- -  tz 
(2.8) 
For later use, it should be noted that Lemma 2 
remains valid if F is a point set consisting of a 
finite number of Jordan curves F0, F 1 . . . . .  F, such 
that/]  U int(Fi) is contained in int(F0) for 1 ~ i ~< n 
and F 1 . . . . .  F, are mutually exterior. The interior 
domain of F is defined by int(F0)n NT= lext(F,). 
Before we state our main result, whose proof 
will be given in Section 5, let us consider a com- 
plex number z with 
2 i% ~f (  Pro( X, z ) )=f (z )  (2.9) 
for any function f analytic in a domain D, where 
(P,,},,~0 induces a generalized summability 
method. For every ~ ff D, the function g(z) -'= 1/(1 
-~- l z )  is analytic on D and we have, by defini- 
tion of 12g and (2.3), that IZg(Pm(X, z ) )= 
Pm(~ -1, z). Thus, (2.9) implies that the sequence 
{Pm(~-l,Z))m>~O converges to 1/(1--~-1z) for 
each ~ ~ D. The following theorem can be re- 
garded as a reversal of this observation. 
Theorem 3. Let the sequence {Pm )m>/0 (satisfying 
(2.3)) induce a generalized summability method. 
Suppose that the functions Pro(X, z) are continuous 
in an open set A c C 2 containing the plane {(X, 0): 
X~ C). Further, assume that ( P,,( X, z)),,>~0 con- 
verges uniformly on every compact subset of A to 
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1/(1 - Xz). Then limm_+12/(Pm(X, z)) = f (z)  
holds uniformly on every compact subset of 
for a l l~EC \ D }, (2.10) 
where the function f is analytic in the domain D and 
denotes the extended complex plane, that is, the 
plane together with the point at infinity. 
Moreover, 
1~ I1/" l Pro( X, z) ~< r( < 1) 
m--,~ 1 -Xz  
v(x ,z )~a 
implies 
li--m ] f ( z ) -  t2/( P.~( X, z))l~/m <~ r
~¢z ~ ~(A ,  D). 
Next, we shall show how Okada's theorem can 
be deduced from Theorem 3, at least for those 
summability methods whose transformation 
matrices are triangular: If the functions Pro(X, z) 
inducing a general summability method have the 
simple form 




where the ~r,,u's are complex constants, then there 
results just an ordinary summability method de- 
scribed by the triangular transformation matrix 
~3 = (~r,~u),,>~0,0<j<, .. On the other hand, each of 
these methods can be generated by a sequence of 
polynomials (p,,  },,>/0 having the form (2.11) (see 
[5]). 
Obviously, ~3 sums the geometric series E~=0 zj 
to 1 / (1 -  z) in an open set G~ C iff 
l im,~pm(Z)= 1/ (1 -  z) holds on any compact 
subset of G. Defining A ,= ((X, z) ~ Cz; Xz ~ G}, 
we see that A contains the plane ((X, 0): X~ C} 
iff G contains the origin. Further, under these 
assumptions ~(A,  D) is equal to {z ~ C: ~-~z ~ G 
V~ ~ C \ D} = U~e¢.. D~G and Okada's theorem 
is regained. 
3. Pad6-type approximation 
Let 9t ,= (fl.,.k)m~O,O<k<m be an infinite trian- 
gular interpolation matrix with complex entries. 
• - I  For any fixed z~C \ (/3~,k: k=0,  1 .. . .  ,m) let 
Pro(X, z) denote the unique polynomial of degree 
at most m which interpolates 1 / (1 -  Xz) in the 
(m + 1) nodes of the ruth row of ~R, i.e., 
1 
Pm(fl,~,k, z) = 1 - flm,kz (k = O, 1 ..... m). (3.1) 
If some of the nodes {fin,k: k=0,  1 . . . . .  m) coin- 
cide the interpolation i (3.1) has to be understood 
to be in the Hermite sense, more precisely, if the 
complex number fl occurs exactly l times (1 ~< l ~< 
m + 1) in the ruth row of N, we require 
( j -  0, 1 . . . . .  l -  1). (3.2) 
The function 12/(Pm(X, z)), which was first con- 
sidered by Brezinski [2,3], is called a PatiO-type 
approximant to f, whereas every polynomial 
m 
v,.+,(x) .= FI (x -  tL. ) o) 
k=O 
(3.3) 
is called a generating polynomial of this approxi- 
mant. 
Next, we shall recall some of the properties of 
these Padr-type approximants (cf. [3, Chapter 1]): 
Obviously, 
is a polynomial in z of degree at most m [3, 
Lemma 1.2] and we obtain 
+re(z) := 
~3m + l (Z) zrn+lVm+l(Z -' ) 
(3.4) 
Thus, t2I(P,,(X, z)) is a rational function in z of 
type (m, m + 1), which means that it has a numer- 
ator with degree at most m and a denominator 
with degree at most (m + 1). 
Brezinski also constructed rational approxi- 
mants with various degrees in numerators [3, p. 
11]: For all n = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  the power seriesf(z) = 
5~7=oajZJ can be written as f ( z )  =~n-l]..~j_0o~jgj + 
znf,(z) where f ,  is again a power series 
f~(z) = £ a,+jz j (n = 0, 1, 2 .. . .  ). (3.5) 
j=0 
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Clearly, the rational function 
n--1 
E ajzJ+z"~2f.(Pm( X, z)) (3.6) 
j=0 
is of type (m + n, m + 1). Its denominator is given 
by t3,,+~(z),= zm+1vm+I(Z -1) and, therefore, it has 
poles in the inverse nodes fl,,~,~ (k = 0, 1 . . . . .  m). 
Following Brezinski, we denote (3.6) by (m + 
n/m + 1)y(z) and obtain 
f ( z ) - (m+n/m+ l ) f ( z )=O(z  "~+"+1) (3.7) 
[3, Theorem 1.2] which justifies the notation 
'Pada-type approximant'. 
Assuming for the rest of this section that a 
sequence ( v,. ),~/>, of generating polynomials is 
given, we want to study the convergence of {(m + 
n/m)f}m>~ 1 (n~ {-1 ,  0, 1 .... ) fixed) when m 
tends to infinity. 
Since the singularities of f and f, are the same 
and since the (m + n/m)-approximants to f are 
constructed from the (m-  1/m)-approximants o
f, (cf. (3.6)), we can confine ourselves to the case 
n~--- --1. 
Trivially, (m/m + 1)f can be represented in the 
following form 
(m/m + 1)/(z)  -- ~ ¢rmj(Z)ajzJ 
j=O 
(m --- 0, 1, 2 .... ) (3.8) 
where ~r,,,j is a rational function in z uniquely 
determined by the coefficients of Vm+ ,. Comparing 
(2.4) with (3.8), we see that Pad6-type approxi- 
mants are generalized summability methods and, 
thus, we can apply Theorem 3: 
Theorem 4. Let f be analytic in the domain D. I f  the 
generating polynomials v,, of (3.3) satisfy 
lim vm(X~) = 0 (3.9) 
~- .~ v,.(z -~) 
uniformly on any .compact subset of an open set 
A c C 2 containing ((X, 0): X~ C), then there holds 
lira (m/m + 1)f(z)  =f (z )  (3.10) 
rn --* oo 
uniformly on any compact subset of 
{Z~C"  m~oolim Urn( Z-1)om ( ' -1 )=0 V,  ~ C N D} 
Proof. With Pro(X, z), as defined by the conditions 
(3.1), we obtain 
1 P.,(X, z)= 1 Vm+,(X) ] 
1 - Xz  1 - Xz  v , .+ , (z - ' )  ]" 
From (3.9) it follows that the sequence 
{P,,(X, Z)}m>~0 converges to 1/ (1 -Xz)  uni- 
formly on each compact subset of A. From Theo- 
rem 3, we conclude that (3.10) holds on ~(A, D) 
=(zEC:  (~- ' , z )~A Vf~C\D},  but z~ 
~(A,  D) is equivalent o 
l im, ._~(vm(~-' ) ) / (vm(z- ' ) )  
for a l l~CND.  [] 
Finally, we obtain a corollary which is easier to 
apply to concrete problems than Theorem 4. 
Corollary 5. Assume that 
o(X,  z) == l~ om+l(X ) [l/m (3.11) 
is continuous in an open set A G C 2 containing 
((X, 0): X~C}.  Then the sequence ( (m/m+ 
1)f(z)}m~> 0 converges to f (z)  on 
~*(A,  D) .'= (z~C:  o(~- ' ,  z )< 1 Vf~ C-\ D} 
(3.12) 
uniformly and geometrically on each compact subset 
of ~*( A, D ). More precisely, there holds 
li--m If(z) - (m/m + 1)f(z)l  '/m ~ r (< 1) (3.13) 
m ---* oo 
for every z which is contained in 
~*(A ,D) ,= {z~C:o(~- l , z )~<rY~CND) .  
(3.14) 
4. Some examples 
In this section, we shall give some examples of 
Pad6-type approximants (most of them well-known 
in the literature) and apply Theorem 4 and 
Corollary 5 to these special cases. We begin with 
the so-called h-transformation (see Scraton [18]) 
whose computational aspects are discussed in 
[14,211. 
(cf. (2.10)). Example 1. Let the generating polynomials of the 
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Pad6-type approximants have the form 
v , , . l ( z )=(z - f l )  "+1 ( /3~C,m=0,  1, 2 ... .  ). 
(4.1) 
Let us mention two special cases: If 13 is equal to 0 
then the corresponding approximants (re~m+ 
1)f(z) is just the ruth partial sum of the Taylor 
series (1.1). For /3 = 1, we obtain the well-known 
generalized Euler transformation [8, p. 195]. 
The mapping a of (3.11) is now given by 
o( X, z) = I X - /3 l / I  z-~ - fll (4.2) 
which is clearly continuous for all (X, z) ~ C 2 \ 
((X, z); z -1 =/3). We can establish: 
Proposition 6 [18]. Let f be analytic in a domain D 
(0 ~ D) and let the polynomials v,,+l of (4.1) gener- 
ate the sequence ( (m/m + 1)f},,>~o f Padb-type 
approximants o f. Then (m/m + 1)f(z)),,~o con- 
verges to f ( z )  uniformly on any compact subset of 
(z  ~ C: I z - I  -/31 > supe~e,, o lU  1 -/31}- In other 
words, the Padb-type approximants converge to f ( z ) 
if z -  1 lies outside the circle with center fl and radius 
sup~c-.DIU ~ -/31. For the asymptotic rate of con- 
vergence, there holds 
lim I f (z)  +(m/m + 1)/(z) l  1/"~ 
m ~  
I z -1 - /31  ~e\D 
Proposition 7, Let f be analytic in the half plane 
D/~,= (z~C,  Re(z/3)<½) (/3~C,/34=0).(4.4) 
Then there holds l imm~(m/m + 1) / ( z )=f (z ) fo r  
all z ~ D~, the convergence being uniform on any 
compact subset of D~, if the Pade-type approximants 
are generated by the polynomials v,,+l of (4.1). 
More precisely, we have l imm~J f (z ) - (m/m + 
1) f ( z ) l l / m ~< r (< 1)for all z contained in the closed 
disk 
) T~ - r[fl[-I (4.5) l _ r  2' l _ r  2 • 
Proof. Since (~-1; ~ ~- \  Da} = D(/3; 1/31)holds, 
we conclude from Proposition 6 that ( (m/m + 
1)f(z)),~0 converges to f ( z )  uniformly on every 
compact subset of (z ~ C: [z -1 - fl[ > [ill). Since 
I z -a - /31>l /31  is equivalent o Re(zfl)< ½, the 
first assertion follows. 
From (4.3), the asymptotic rate of convergence 
is at most r if 1/31/I z-1 -/31 ~ r holds. Using a well 
known result about the reflection of circles (see [9, 
Lemma 5.4a]), we obtain that (z: 1/31/I z -a- /31 
r)  is just the closed disk (4.5). [] 
Example 2. Now we assume that the generating 
polynomials are given by 
v,n+l(Z)= f i ( z - - f l i  ) ( f l i~C, i=O,  1 . . . . .  m), 
i=0  
(4.6) 
i.e., the zeros of v,,+ 1 do not depend on m. Fur- 
ther, suppose that 
/3 = lim /3i (4.7) 
exists (/3 ~ C). For the mapping o of (3.11), there 
holds 
o(X ,z )= lim I f l  x----fl2 l/m=] X-._____..~ ]
,~  i=0 z -1 -/3, z -1 - /3  
(4.8) 
(cf. [10, Lemma 16.2.1]). Comparing (4.8) with 
(4.2), we see that the two sequences {(m/m + 1)! } 
and {(m/m + 1)~) of Pad6-type approximants 
have the same convergence properties if the first 
m Z one is generated by v,,+l(z)=l-- I i=0(-/3i)  with 
lim,, ~ ~/3i =/3 and the second one is generated by 
v*+l(z ) = (z - fl),,+l. Especially for /3 = 0, the 
polynomials Vm* + 1 (Z) = Z " ÷ 1 generate just the par- 
tial sums of the Taylor series of f and, therefore, 
the sequence ((re~m+ 1)/(z)},,~0 converges to 
f ( z )  for every z inside the circle of convergence of
the power series f ( z )  = E~=o%z j, the convergence 
being uniform and geometrical on every compact 
subset of this disk. (For a different proof, see 
Brezinski [3, Theorem 1.10].) 
Further, we see that the Propositions 6 and 7 
are valid under the conditions (4.6) and (4.7), too. 
Next, we want to discuss some more special 
cases :  
Proposition 8. Assume that f is an entire function 
and that the Padk-type approximants are generated 
by polynomials vm+ ~ satisfying (4.6) and (4.7), then 
there holds: 
(1) If~3 = 0: 
lim (m/m + 1)/(z) =f (z )  
m~o~ 
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uniformly on any compact subset of C. Further, 
lim I f ( z ) -  (m/m + 1)/(z)[ 1/~ = 0 
m~oo 
for every z ~ C. 
(2) I f  fl :k O: 
l~m (m/m + 1)f(z) =f (z )  
tn~oo 
uniformly on any compact subset of the half plane 
D/~={z~C:Re(z f l )<½} 
(see (4.4)) and 
lim I f (z)  - (m/m + 1)y(z)11/,, ~< r ( < 1) 
rn~oo 
for every z contained in the closed disk 
T) ( -  rZfl-1/(1 - r2); rlfl[-1/(1 - r2)) (see (4.5)). 
Proof. Since f is an entire function, we obtain 
{~-1: ~C- \D}={0}.  From Theorem 4 and 
Corollary 5, it follows that lim m ~ oo(m/m + 1)/(z) 
=f (z )  if Iz -1 - fl[ > 1/31. The rest is a consequence 
of Corollary 5, Proposition 6 and Proposition 7. 
[] 
3'1,---, 3'~- ~ are distinct.) Defining 
k- -1  
qk( X)  '= I-I ( x -  yi), (4.11) 
i=0  
we obtain (using [10, Lemma 16.2.1] as in Example 
2) 
o(x ,  = v,,,+,.__j_(x_) _ -  
, , , -  oo 
X) 
qk(z - ' )  
(4.12) 
which is continuous for all (X, z )~ C2 \ 
u, .Lo ' ( (x ,  z - '  = 3',}. 
For notation, for each positive real number p, 
let ~p denote the interior of the lemniscate with 
loci 3'0, 3'! . . . . .  3'k-~ and radius p, i.e., the set of all 
points z satisfying the inequality 
k- -1  
Iqk(z)l  = I-I  I z -  3',1 < p. (4.13) 
i=0  
As usual, ~ denotes the closure of ~p. 
From Corollary 5, there follows 
It should be mentioned that Proposition 8 re- 
mains valid under slightly different assumptions 
on the generating polynomials vm+l. We assume 
that 
~m+l  
V~+l(Z)=(z- f l , , ,+l  ., ( f l , ,~C,m>~0)(4.8)  
holds and 
fl = lim tim (4.9) 
m ---~ oo 
exists. 
Again, we obtain o( X, z )= [( X-  f l ) / (z -1 - -  /3 ) [  
and thus, the assertion of Proposition 8. In a 
recent paper, Van Iseghem [11] has studied the 
special case f ( z )= exp(-z)  and tim = -1 /m (m 
>/1) which is of interest for integrating stiff dif- 
ferential equations (cf. Brezinski [3]). 
Example 3. As in Example 2 we assume that the 
generating polyno.rnials of the Pad6-type ap- 
proximants have the form (4.6), that is vm+l(z)= 
r-li~o(Z - fli) m (m = o, 1, 2 .... ). But now we sup- 
pose that the sequence (fli }i~0 has k limit points 
3'0 . . . . .  3'k- 1 approached cyclically, i.e., 
lim fl, k+j = 3'j ( J  = 0, 1 . . . . .  k -  1). (4.10) 
n~oo 
(We do not require that the limit points 3'o, 
Proposition 9. Let f be analytic in a domain D 
(O~D)  and suppose that the polynomials vm+l 
satisfy the conditions (4.6) and (4.10). With Po '= 
sup~e..Dlqk(~-l)l, there holds for the Padb-type 
approximants to f generated by the sequence 
{vm+l),,>~ 0 l imm~o(m/m + 1)f(z) =f(z )  uni- 
formly and geometrically on every compact subset of 
C \ [~p0 ]-~,= (z~C:  z - l  ~p0}.  More pre- 
cisely, there holds 
lim I f (z)  - (m/m + 1)/(z)[ 1/" ~ p 
m ---~ Oo 
if z-1 ~ ~po~.k" 
Example 4. Finally, we choose the zeros of the 
Chebyshev polynomials TIn(X) = cos(m arccos X), 
m = 1, 2 . . . . .  as interpolation nodes, i.e., 
f l , , . ,=cos 2 (m+l )~r  (m>~O,O<~i<~m). 
(4.14) 
Pade-type approximants generated by these poly- 
non'rials have been discussed by Gustafson [7] and 
Wimp [20, Section 2.3]. 
For p > 1, let ~p denote the region interior to 
the ellipse with foci _+ 1, major semiaxis on the 
real line of length l(p + p- l )  and minor semiaxis 
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on the imaginary axis of length ½(O - 0-~). Then, 
l im~oolT,,(z) l  ~/~ = 1 for z ~ [ -1 ,  1] and 
lim IT~(z)l alto = p forz ~ 3d~0 (4.15) 
(see, e.g., [4, Section 4.4]). z ~ 3d°o is equivalent to 
Iz + (~z~- l ) l  = p, where we have to take the 
branch of the square root which leads to [z 
+ (~-  1) l> 1 ( z~[ -1 ,  11). Thus, we obtain 
from Corollary 5: 
Proposition 10. Let f be analytic in the domain D 
(0 ~ D) and let the Chebyshev polynomials generate 
the Padk-type approximants (m/m + 1)i. Then the 
sequence ( (m/m + 1)f(z)}m~ 0 converges to f ( z )  
uniformly and geometrically on any compact subset 
of 
~(O) ,= {z~C:  Iz -~-  11+ Iz-a + 11 
> sup ( IU~-11+IU l+11)} .  
(In other words: ~(  D ) consists of all z ~ C which 
have the following property: There is an ellipse No 
(p > 1) embracing all 4 -1 ( 4 ~ C \  D) but not con- 
taining z-  ~). Especially, if D is the cut plane C \ 
( ( -  oo, - 1] t~ [1, ~)), then we obtain ~(D)  = D. 
For the asymptotic rate of convergence, there holds 
in this special case Illllllllllllllllllim,,~lf(z ) - - (m/m + 
1)[(z)l ~/m = I(1 -- ~- -  z ~ ) /zl,  z ~ 19, the branch 
of the root being taken as described above. 
There are two possible ways to generalize Pro- 
position 10. First, denote, for two different com- 
plex numbers "/1 and "Y2, the line segment joining 71 
and "/2 by ['r~, "[2], and define a transformation 1 
converting [ -  1, 1] into [Y1, "/2] by l(t):= ½(Y1 + 
"~2) - ½('rl - "/2)t. Assuming 0 ~ [3'1, 72], let D de- 
note the cut plane C \ {z~C:  z=pT~ 1 or z= 
P'~z-~, P >/1 }. Now, the assertions of Proposition 
10 are valid in an analogous way if we choose the 
polynomials T,~(I-~(X)), m= 1, 2,. . . ,  as gener- 
ating polynomials for the Pad6-type approximants. 
Further, it is well-known that there are other sets 
of orthogonal polynomials atisfying (4.15) (see 
[19, Chapter 12]). Obviously, Proposition 10 can 
also be proven under the condition that the Pad6- 
type approximants are generated by these poly- 
nomials. Recently, Prevost [17] has discussed 
Pad6-type approximants generated by orthogonal 
polynomials and studied their convergence to 
Stieltjes eries. 
5. The proof of Theorem 3 
As before, we assume that f ( z )= 32~o%ZJ has 
a positive radius of convergence p. Further, let 
D c C be a domain containing 0 into which f can 
be continued analytically. We need the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 11. Let A ___ C 2 be an open set containing 
the plane{()(, 0): X~ C}. Then ~(A ,  D) (cf. 
(2.10)) is an open subset of C containing the origin. 
Proof. Let us first consider the set 
S-1 '=(C\D) -1=(z~C:z - lq~-D}.  (5.1) 
From 0 ~ D c C we deduce 0 ~ S-1 c 12. Further, 
S - l  is closed (because D is open) and bounded 
(because D contains a neighbourhood of the 
origin). Thus, S- l  is a compact subset of C. 
Obviously, ~(A, D) can be written in the form 
~(A ,D)= {zEC:  (~- ' , z )~A V~- '~S- '}  
(5.2)  
and since, by assumption, (X, 0) is an element of 
A for any complex number X; there holds 0 
~(A,D) .  
Let z o ~ ~(A ,  D) be fixed. We want to show 
that there is a ~ = 3(z0) > 0 such that I z - z01 < 
implies z ~ ~(A, D). Since A is an open set, for 
all ~-1 ~ S-1 there are positive numbers ~(~) and 
~(~) with 
(~- l , z )~A if l~-I - Ua I< c(~) 
and - < n(4) .  (5.3)  
S-1 is compact. Thus, we can choose finitely many 
points 4~ 1, 421 .. . .  4~-v ! ~ S -I with 
N 
S-1 --- U D(4i-1; ' (4,))  (5.4) 
i~ l  
where D(a; B) denotes the open disk with center 
and radius 13. Defining b:=min1~i~v~(~i), we
obtain from (5.3) and (5.4) that Iz - z0l < 3 implies 
(4-1, z )~A for all 4 -1~S-1  and, thus, z 
~(A,  D). Therefore, ~(A, D) is an open set. [] 
Next, we quote a result of Aronszajn [1] on the 
decomposition of analytic functions. It has also 
been used in a paper of Gawronsld and Trautner 
[6] to diminish the assumption of Okada's Theo- 
rem (cf. Theorem 1). 
Lemma 12 ([1, Th6or6me A']). Let M be an arbi- 
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trary closed set of the complex plane, not the entire 
plane, and assume that the function h is analytic in 
C \ M. ( l fC  \ M is not connected we suppose that 
h defines an analytic function on any component of 
C \ M.) Further, let 
N 
M = [,.J M i (5.5) 
i= l  
be a finite decomposition ofM, where the sets M i are 
closed but not necessarily pairwise disjoint. Then h 
can be expressed in C \ M as the sum 
N 
h(z )  = E h , (z )  (5.6) 
i=1 
where h~ is analytic in the open set C \ M,. 
Using these two lemmata we are now in posi- 
tion to prove Theorem 3. In addition to the as- 
sumptions of Lemma 11, we require that the se- 
quence {Pro(X, Z)}m>~0 (cf. (2.3)) converges uni- 
formly on any compact subset of A to 1/(1 - Xz). 
(From there follows easily the inclusion ~(A,  D) 
_c D.) We shall show that { 12f(P,,(X, Z))}m>_.0 con- 
verges uniformly on any compact subset of 
~(A,  D) to f (z) .  
Obviously, it is sufficient o prove the following 
assertion: 
For every z o ~ ~(A ,  D) there exists a closed disk 
D(zo; ~) --- {z ~ C: [z - Zo[ ~< ~}, ~ > 0, satisfying 
D(z0; , )  c ~(A ,  D) (5.7) 
and 
lim I2¢(Pm(X, z ) )=f (z )  (5.8) 
m ---~ oo  
uniformly on D(zo; ¢). 
Since, by Lemma 11 ~(A,  D) is an open set, 
(5.7) can be guaranteed if ¢ is sufficiently small. To 
find a disk D(zo; ~) fulfilling (5.8) we must dis- 
tinguish two cases: 
(a) First, we assume that z 0 is equal to zero. 
There is a real number 0" > 0 such that 9(0; 0-) c D 
and, by assumption, the compact set {(X, 0): IXI 
~< 0-- ~ } is contained in the open set A. Hence, we 
obtain ((X, z); IXl ~ r -', {z{ < a) _ A for a suita- 
bly chosen 3 > 0. Setting F ,= (t; It{ = 0-} which is 
taken to be positive oriented and, choosing ~ with 
0 <~ < min{0", 3} we easily see that the curve F 
and the compact set K .'= D(0; ¢) satisfy the condi- 
tions of Lemma 2, which implies (5.8). 
(b) Next, we assume that z o is different from 
zero. To prove the existence of a curve F and a 
disk D(zo; ~) meeting the assumptions of Lemma 
2 and, thus, fulfilling (5.8) our procedure is as 
follows: In a first step we shall construct D(zo; ~), 
if the domain D is a special circular region given 
by {z~C:  {zl<p),  or by C \ (z: Iz -  wl~`0). 
Then, using Aronszajn's theorem, we deduce the 
existence of D(z0; c) from these special cases, if D 
is an arbitrary domain. 
(bl) I fD  is the open disk {z: [z[ < p} then we 
have S - ,  = { z: [z] ~< p- 1 } (cf. (5.1)). Choosing c > 
0 such that D(z0; c) _c ~(A,  D), by hypothesis, we 
find that the compact set {(X, z): IXl < p-~, z 
D(z0; c)} is contained in the open set A and, 
therefore, there is a real number/~ (0 < # < p) such 
that {(X,z): IX l~<(p-#)  -1, z~b(Zo;C)}c_A .  
Defining ~, := maxz~(zo;,)lz[, we see that the inter- 
val /=[max(p-#,  v}, p] is not empty (since 
D(zo; c) _ ~(A, D) _ D). For b ~ I, let the curve 
F be given by (t: [t[=~5}. It is obvious that 
Lemma 2 can be applied to F and the compact set 
D(zo; c) and, thus, the sequence 
z)>}m O 
converges uniformly on D(z0; ~) to f (z ) .  
(b2) Let D now be the complement of a 
closed disk, i.e., D = C \ (z: [z - w[ ~< `0) (Iwl > ` 0 
> 0). For convenience, we set ~ = ~/(Iwl 2 -  ,0 2) 
and ,3 = ` 0/({wl 2 -  ,0 2) where ~ denotes the com- 
plex conjugate of w. Since S -~= (0)~D(~;  ¢3) 
(cf. (5.1)) holds the compact sets D(~; g0)× 
D(Zo; c)= ((_~-', z); ~-' ~b(~;  ,~),z ~ D(zo; ~)} 
and (0}XD(zo;  c0= ((~-1, z); ~-1 =0,  z 
D(zo; c)} are both contained in A. Hence, there 
are real numbers/~1 (0 </z 1 < 1~]- g~) and/% (/z o 
>0)  with D(ff; ~+/z l )  XD(zo; c) GA and 
D(0;_~o)XD(zo; c )cA .  From D(zo; c)_cD and 
D C3 D(w; ` 0) =,0 we obtain ,,, ,= max,~( ,o  ' ,)[z - 
w[ > ` 0 and, thus, we can choose 0" 1 satisfying `0 < 
0" 1 < rain( v~, Iw{}. Further, if 1~1 - `01 is sufficiently 
small, there holds 
"r 1 (,.d 
< + ½/~, (5.9) 
Iwl 2-~? Iwl 2-`0= 
Iwl =-,0 ~ Iwl ~-~ }~,. (5Ao) 
Setting/'1 = { t ~ C : It - w[ = r~ } we have 
D(w;`0)_cint(F~),  (0}UD(zo;~)_cext(F~) ,  
(5.u) 
(t-',z)~A V(t,z)~F, Xb(zo;,). (5.12) 
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On the other hand,  for % > max{1/~ o, 
max~¢~o;,)lz l, maxz~r, lzl} we define Fo:= (t 
C: Itl = % } (as usual F 0 is considered to be positive 
oriented). Now, from the choice of %, there fol- 
lows: 
{0} U D(zo;  , )  _ int(F0), 
F 1 U int(F1) _ int(F0), (5.13) 
(t-',z)~a V(t,z)~I"o×T)(zo;c ). (5.14) 
Let F be defined by F 0 u/"1 and denote the open 
set int(F0)next(F1) by int(F). On combining 
(5.11), (5.12), (5.13) and (5.14), we find 
{0}WD(z0 ; , )  int(F) ,  Fwint (F )  c_D,  
(5.15) 
(t-',z)~a V(t,z)erxZ)(Zo;~). (5.16) 
As we have already mentioned in Section 2 Lemma 
2 remains valid in this more general situation and, 
thus, the desired conclusion (5.8) then follows. 
(b3) Finally, let D be an arbitrary domain, let 
z 0 ¢ 0 be an element of ~(A ,  D) and let D(zo; c) 
be contained in ~(A ,  D). For any ~-i ~ S-1 (= ~- 
\D  -1) we can find a real number ~=vt (~)>0 
with 
n) XNZo; ___ A, (5.17) 
Iz-' -gl>n v(f, n)xD(zo; ,) 
(5.18) 
and IUal>n if ~-1 v~0. (5.19) 
Since S - I  is compact (cf. Lemma 11) there are 
finitely many (~-l . . . . .  ~1  ~S-1  such that S_c 
M - -  -1  LI~=t[D(~ ; ~(~,))]-1 holds. Since f is, by hy- 
\ g -- -~ 
pothesis, analytic on C Ug=a[D((~ ; n(~))]  -~ _ 
C \ S = D, we derive, from Lemma 12, that f can 
be expressed as 
M 
= E £(z )  
i=l 
M 
Vz C ,, U (5.20) 
i~ l  
where fi is analytic on D, ,= C \ [D(~-~; ~(~i))]-~. 
From (5.18) and (5.20) we conclude that the de- 
composition f ( z )  = ~ ~ f, (z) is valid on D(z0; ~). 
From that there follows 
M 
$2/(P,,(X, z ) )= E $2L(P,,(X, z))  (5.21) 
i~ l  
for any z ~ D(z0; ~) and, thus, it is sufficient to 
show that for all i=  1 , . . . ,M,  (12L(P, , (X ,  z))} 
converges to f, uniformly on any compact subset 
of D~. But D~ is either the interior of a circle with 
center 0 (if ~, 1 = 0) or the complement of a disk 
not containing 0 (if 471 4= 0), thus, by (bl) resp. 
(b2) Theorem 3 is valid for these special cases. It 
remains to be proven that D(z0; c )c~(A ,  Di) 
holds for all i = 1 . . . . .  M, this, however, is guaran- 
teed by (5.17). 
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